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What have these in common?
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• Vulcanized rubber
• 1839 – Charles Goodyear accidentally dropped a piece of rubber 
sprinkled with sulphur on a stove
• Telephone
• 1875 – Alexander Graham Bell was developing a “Speaking telegraph” 
when metal reed became stuck
• X-Rays
• 1985 - Wilhelm Röntgen was investigating cathode ray tubes when 
fluorescent papers became illuminated
• Radioactivity
• 1896 - Henri Becquerel was investigating phosphorescent materials 
with photographic plates
• Penicillin
• 1928 – Sir Alexander Fleming noticed a mould killed staphylococcus 
bacteria on a culture dish 
• Microwave Oven
• 1945 - Percy Spencer was testing radar set when he noticed his 
chocolate bar had melted in his pocket
• Polypropylene
• 1951 – Two Phillips Petroleum chemists were experimenting with 
catalysts to make higher-octane gasoline from propylene and ethylene
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Most major innovations depend on serendipity
Yet science is increasingly dominated by 
strategies, deliverables, assessments and 
scorecards
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From: https://je-s.rcuk.ac.uk/JeS2WebLoginSite/Login.aspx
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The Description of the Proposed Research should address the following 
points:
      Underlying rationale, scientific and technological issues to be 
addressed, relevance to users and the potential scientific, practical 
and socio‑economic benefits.
      Specific objectives of the project, including their potential 
relevance to UK and international research work in the field, relevance 
to the NERC mission (Annexe B) and anticipated achievements and 
outputs, including datasets.
      Methodology and approach.
      Programme and/or plan of research 
……….
From http://www.nerc.ac.uk/funding/
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Progress 
Monitoring 
– 
The Scorecard 
Approach
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“The origin of conodonts is considered 
by many paleontologists to be one of 
the most fundamental unanswered 
questions in systematic paleontology.”
Klaus Müller, 1981
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The story begins in 1925 with Tait’s description of the ‘shrimp band’ 
in the Granton Sandstones (Dinantian, Carboniferous)
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Tait’s collections were 
preserved in the BGS’s 
Edinburgh offices.
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Peter Brand (right) with Bill ReadEuan Clarkson
In Feb 1982  Euan Clarkson visited BGS while 
preparing a paper with Derek Briggs on the 
Granton Shrimp Beds
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5 mm
Peter Brand: “Here’s a strange creature, a fish of some kind. 
Both part and counterpart…..”
BGS GSE13821, 
13822
Clydagnathus? cf 
cavusformis
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Euan Clarkson loaned the specimens and took them to London to discuss with 
Derek Briggs: “Surely those are conodonts. You don’t suppose we’ve found the 
conodont animal?”
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Dick Aldridge was in London for a Palaeontological Association Council 
Meeting. He called in on his way home and confirmed that they were conodonts. 
The discovery was announced in Briggs, Clarkson & Aldridge (1983), Lethaia, 16, 
1-14.
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It has long been accepted that there is an evolutionary 
lineage between lobe finned fish and tetrapods – but 
intermediates have been hard to find.
Image reproduced from Wikipedia
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Then in late 90’s, Per Ahlberg 
was examining drawers in the 
Latvian Museum of Natural 
History.
He discovered LDM257/1413, 
collected by an amateur collector 
in 1964
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Ahlberg et al. 2000, Palaeontology, 
43, 533-548
Livoniana multidentata
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Improving the odds
Increase 
accessibility
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Discovery Metadata / Collection level 
descriptions
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Add photographs or 3D digital models as resources allow
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• Data quality – it is better to have 95% correct 
palaeontological data available today than wait 10 
years for 98% correct. It will never be 100% correct.
• Address the problem of variant forms of a single 
term. 25 years ago, the Sedgwick Museum, 
Cambridge GOS database satisfactorily addressed 
this problem….    (Price, D. 1982, Geological Curator)
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For example, searching for lithostratigraphic terms similar to 
Sholeshook Limestone
• Sholeshook Limestone                         (384)
• Sholeshook Limestone Formation      (83)
• Sholeshook Limestone Horizon          (33)
• Highsholeshook Limestone                 (12)
• Sholeshock Limestone      (16) Miss-spelling
• Shoalshook Limestone                         (485) Alternative spelling
• Shoalsshooksholeshookli                    (2) Both spellings
• Akpatoklimestone                                  (375)
• Potholelimestone                                   (2)
• Ardwicklimestone                                  (14)
856 results rather than original 384
(Price, D. 1982, Geological Curator)
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• Consider incentivising the curator / data manager 
with a co-authorship and not just an 
acknowldgement.
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Sunset from Granton
“Serendipity is ……..looking in a haystack 
for a needle….
 and discovering a farmer's daughter." 
Pek van Andel
Dick Aldridge kindly provided 
most of the conodont images
